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Abstract: The search for signs of life through the detection of exoplanet atmosphere biosignature
gases is gaining momentum. Yet, only a handful of rocky exoplanet atmospheres are suitable
for observation with planned next-generation telescopes. To broaden prospects, we describe the
possibilities for an aerial, liquid water cloud-based biosphere in the atmospheres of sub Neptune-
sized temperate exoplanets, those receiving Earth-like irradiation from their host stars. One such
planet is known (K2-18b) and other candidates are being followed up. Sub Neptunes are common and
easier to study observationally than rocky exoplanets because of their larger sizes, lower densities,
and extended atmospheres or envelopes. Yet, sub Neptunes lack any solid surface as we know it, so
it is worthwhile considering whether their atmospheres can support an aerial biosphere. We review,
synthesize, and build upon existing research. Passive microbial-like life particles must persist aloft
in a region with liquid water clouds for long enough to metabolize, reproduce, and spread before
downward transport to lower altitudes that may be too hot for life of any kind to survive. Dynamical
studies are needed to flesh out quantitative details of life particle residence times. A sub Neptune
would need to be a part of a planetary system with an unstable asteroid belt in order for meteoritic
material to provide nutrients, though life would also need to efficiently reuse and recycle metals. The
origin of life may be the most severe limiting challenge. Regardless of the uncertainties, we can keep
an open mind to the search for biosignature gases as a part of general observational studies of sub
Neptune exoplanets.

Keywords: exoplanets; exoplanet atmospheres; biosignature gases

1. Introduction

We aim to expand our understanding of what kind of exoplanets have habitable
environments. We begin with the motivation to consider the atmospheres of a type of
exoplanet called “sub Neptunes” (Section 1.1). We then summarize Earth’s atmospheric
aerial biosphere (Section 1.2), followed by a review of theoretical studies on giant planet
and brown dwarf atmospheres as potential abodes for life (Section 1.3).

1.1. Motivation to Expand the Pool of Planets Considered to Be Potentially Habitable

The growing excitement of the chance to discover signs of life on exoplanets by
way of exoplanet atmosphere biosignature gases is motivating many new simulations to
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assess detectability. The excitement is tempered by the reality that only a small number
of potentially habitable rocky planets will be accessible for such observations with the
next-generation telescopes expected in the next two decades, including the James Webb
Space Telescope (JWST) [1], the “extremely large” ground-based telescopes now under
construction [2–4], and possible space observatories such as the Starshade Rendezvous
Probe [5], The HabEx Observatory [6], the LUVOIR telescope [7], or the Origins Space
Telescope [8].

The “traditional” habitable planet is rocky, with a thin atmosphere, most usually
considered to have a high mean molecular weight atmosphere, such as one dominated by
N2 or CO2. Such habitable planets, however, present formidable challenges in detecting the
components of their thin atmospheres. If planets more favorable for observational study
than small, rocky exoplanets are valid targets for the detection of signs of life, then we need
to expand our understanding of the habitable planet parameter space.

In this paper, we focus on the temperate sub Neptune-sized exoplanets (hereafter
called temperate sub Neptunes) as candidate abodes for life. Sub Neptunes are loosely
defined as planets larger than Earth but smaller than Neptune, with radii between 1.6 and
3 or 4 Earth radii (REarth). Sub Neptunes are distinguished from ‘super-Earths’, which are
also planets larger than Earth but smaller than sub Neptunes, by having thick envelopes
of H2 or H2-He that comprise 1 to 10% of the planetary mass [9,10]. We further define
“temperate” to highlight the sub Neptunes that receive Earth-like amounts of energy from
their host star (e.g., K2-18b [11]), because of such planets’ special potential to have liquid
water either in cloud form [12] or even as an ocean beneath the atmosphere [13,14].

Sub Neptunes are favorable for both detection and atmospheric study because of their
large sizes and lower densities as compared to rocky exoplanets [15]. Those transiting
red dwarf stars have larger transit signals as compared to those transiting sun-sized stars.
Hundreds of sub Neptunes are known (Figure 1), such that they appear to be the most
common type of planet in our Galaxy (out to orbital periods of 100 days) [16–18].
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Figure 1. The known population of exoplanets with the sub Neptune exoplanets marked by the
blue bands. The left (right) panel shows the planet radius (mass) in Earth radii (mass) versus orbital
period in days. The blue-shaded region marks the typically adopted sub Neptune defining range of
approximately 1.6–4 Earth radii (2 to 10 Earth masses). Only confirmed exoplanets are plotted, hence
the data shown reflect selection and detection biases. Each panel shows slightly different samples
of exoplanets because some planets have only mass or radius measured and not both. Data from
Exoplanet archive (https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/ (accessed on 28 January 2021).

Despite their common occurrence, the sub Neptunes’ bulk interior composition re-
mains a mystery. Nonetheless, there are a number of possibilities ([13,19], Figure 2). Most
sub Neptunes need an extended gas envelope to explain their low densities [10]. Sub
Neptunes may be rocky cores surrounded by an outgassed hydrogen (H2) envelope, or
a hydrogen and helium (He) envelope captured from the protoplanetary nebula. Such
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planets may have low water content atmospheres, or alternatively, a substantial interior
water layer and high water atmosphere content, if, for example, the planet formed beyond
the snow line where water ice is a common planetary building block. A more extreme
water content version is the concept that sub Neptunes are water worlds, composed of
50–90% water by mass. Water world sub Neptunes may even harbor a liquid water ocean
if the interior temperature is low enough [13,14]. For a recent review of sub Neptunes, their
formation, and their possible interiors, see [19].
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Figure 2. Schematic of concepts for sub Neptune interior and envelope composition. Left: A sub
Neptune may have a massive core and mantle surrounded by an outgassed H2 envelope with low
atmospheric water vapor content. Middle: A sub Neptune may have a core and mantle surrounded
by a water layer itself covered by an H2–He envelope. Right: A water world composed of 50–90%
water by mass will have a water-dominated atmosphere and interior. The inner water layer may
include a water ocean, a supercritical water layer, and high-pressure water ice. Adapted from [13].

The key point is that life for the sub Neptunes considered here would have to ex-
ist in the atmosphere. Sub Neptunes have no solid or liquid surface similar to Earth’s
surface [20]. Far beneath the sub Neptune atmosphere, (103 to 104 km below [21]),
there may be a rocky core with a solid outer layer with significant volcanic activity, or
even a magma ocean [21,22]. However, the temperature at any core–envelope boundary
(~2000–3000 K [21–23]) is too hot for any complex molecules to be stable, and hence for life
of any kind. Furthermore, the high temperatures and high pressures (1 to 10 GPa [21]) mean
any surface does not resemble the terrestrial planet or moon surfaces we are familiar with
and will be materially quite different. The lack of a temperate, rocky surface means that life
on a sub Neptune would have to originate in the clouds (by chemistry or interplanetary
transmission) and perpetually survive in the atmosphere.

By life in the atmosphere, we mean microscopic life in the form of small life particles.
This life would be microbial-like, although we do not imply that hypothetical “bacteria”
might in any way be taxonomically related to microorganisms on Earth. The point is life
has to be small enough to maintain a decent residence time in the atmosphere without
sinking out due to gravity. Such life could be simple, single-celled life and passively move
about the atmosphere. Or the life form might be more complex, perhaps even capable
of active flight. For life to generate a biosignature gas, the life must use chemistry as life
on Earth does, to extract, store, and use energy for metabolism, and to generate a waste
gas that is a distinctive spectrally and present in high enough quantities to conceivably be
detected. Life on Earth generates gaseous waste products and it is reasonable to assume
that life elsewhere would do so as well [24]. Our assumptions do not require life elsewhere
to have the same chemistry as life on Earth, although we tacitly assume throughout that life
is based on carbon and water, as there is widespread consensus that this is most likely [25].

For practical purposes, we focus on planets that are observable in this decade, which
limits us to temperate sub Neptunes transiting M dwarf stars. Such planets can be discov-
ered with, e.g., TESS [26], and their atmospheres observed with Hubble or JWST. Because
transit probability scales as R∗/a, where R∗ is the stellar radius and a is the planet orbital
semi-major axis, planets transiting sun-like stars or cold sub Neptunes far from M dwarf
stars are too rare to be likely observational targets. However, our work can be extended to
temperate sub Neptunes orbiting sun-like stars and cold planets orbiting both M dwarf
stars and sun-like stars in the future when ground- and space-based high-contrast direct
imaging, a technique not limited to the rare transiting planets, becomes a reality [5–7].
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1.2. Earth’s Aerial Biosphere

Before postulating an aerial biosphere on temperate sub Neptune exoplanets, it is
worthwhile to review life in Earth’s atmosphere, for context. Earth has an aerial biosphere
created by microbial life that regularly migrates to clouds from the ground [27,28]. Earth’s
cloud aerial biosphere is thought to serve as a temporary refuge during long distance
transportation across whole continents and oceans [29–31], with microbes remaining aloft
on average for 3 to 7 days [32]. Microbes are eventually deposited to the surface by
precipitation [27].

Earth’s aerial biosphere has microbial concentrations ranging from 103 m−3 to more
than 106 m−3 in air. Approximately 20% of the microbes are larger than 0.5 µm in diame-
ter [33]. For reference purposes, we can show that on Earth, the average concentration of
cells in collected cloud liquid water is comparable to that in open ocean waters. Earth’s
liquid water clouds have 1 × 105 cells mL−1, as measured in collected cloud liquid wa-
ter [34] (i.e., 3 × 104 cells m−3 of air that includes cloud liquid droplets), whereas the
open ocean has 5 × 105 cells mL−1 in the upper 200 m column, and 5 × 104 cells mL−1

below 200 m depth [35]. For a detailed summary of Earth’s aerial biosphere, see [36] and
references therein.

Earth’s clouds are not a permanent habitat for life (e.g., [37]). The clouds are a challeng-
ing ecological niche for permanent habitation because of their transient and fragmented
nature. The additional fact that Earth’s surface is habitable means that there is limited evo-
lutionary pressure to overcome substantial barriers for terrestrial life to evolve a lifecycle
permanently sustained in the clouds.

The microbes mostly reside inside cloud droplets but some are free-floating in the
atmosphere. Some microbes (both inside and outside droplets) are found to be metabolically
active. Although there is not yet direct evidence of cell division in situ in the clouds [38],
the possibility for active cell division remains viable [39–41].

The microbial life in Earth’s atmosphere is diverse, including bacteria, archaea, eu-
karyotes, and viruses [28,38], and shows a surprisingly varied set of physiologically active
metabolisms in cloud droplets [38]. Diverse physiological and biochemical strategies of
microbes have been identified that seem to be direct, specific adaptations to the cloud
droplet environment. The adaptations include protection against oxidants, osmotic pres-
sure variations, the synthesis of cryoprotectants to fight extreme cold, or production of
metal ion scavengers and biosurfactants [28,38].

1.3. Speculation on Solar System Planet and Brown Dwarf Aerial Biospheres

Aerial biospheres may not be limited to Earth. Aerial biosphere hypotheses for
other planetary bodies include the Venusian atmosphere—a topic speculated on for many
decades. (For the original idea, see [42] and for a recent review, see [43].) Venus’ atmosphere
has a cloud-filled layer that is at a suitable temperature for life. The clouds permanently
cover the entire planet and the temperate layers span a large vertical extent from 48 to
60 km altitude. The Venus cloud environment is undeniably harsh (for a review, see [36]),
both very dry and very acidic. The clouds are composed of liquid sulfuric acid, with
acidity more than ten orders of magnitude more acidic than the most acidic environment
on Earth [44,45].

If populated by life, how the Venusian clouds could have become inhabited is un-
known (see [36]). Perhaps the most conceivable scenario is that life originated on the surface
when Venus was colder and surface temperatures were cool enough to support a water
ocean—and that life only permanently migrated into the clouds after Venus’ greenhouse
runaway caused surface temperatures to become inhospitable. Today, Venus’ surface at
735 K is too hot for life of any kind, because the surface temperatures are too high for any
plausible solvent and for most organic covalent chemistry.

Nonetheless, [36] propose a Venus life cycle whereby: (1) spores populate the Venus
atmosphere lower haze layer, a stagnant layer that is little understood; (2) desiccated spores
travel up by mixing via gravity waves, followed by convective entrainment; (3) spores
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act as cloud condensation nuclei and, once surrounded by liquid germinate and become
metabolically active; (4) metabolically active microbes grow and divide within liquid
droplets, the liquid droplets grow by coagulation; (5) after months or years, the droplets
become large enough to gravitationally settle down out of the atmosphere; droplet evapo-
ration triggers cell division and sporulation; and back to (1). The spores are small enough
to withstand further downward sedimentation, remaining suspended in the lower haze
layer “depot”.

Jupiter’s atmospheric cloud layers have also been considered as a habitat for life, as the
Jovian atmosphere has a temperate cloud layer. Any life form, however, would be subject
to downward motion by gravitational settling, convective downdrafts, or meridional
overturning to layers with destructively high temperatures. There is no stagnant layer in
Jupiter’s atmosphere as there is on Venus, so the chance for life to exist by avoiding the
hottest atmosphere layers appears less favorable on Jupiter than on Venus. In general, on
Jupiter, and any giant planets, beneath the extended H2/He envelope, the planet is far too
hot for life (as there is no temperate surface as a barrier for life’s descent).

Nonetheless, [46] argue for four different ecological niches in the Jovian atmosphere.
This includes postulating that life forms that might grow fast enough to replicate before
being drawn down to hot layers, or that life may have an active mechanism for staying aloft
(including slow powered locomotion or buoyancy control). One of Sagan’s speculative life
forms, “balloon organisms” [46], is biologically unrealistic in Jupiter’s atmosphere that is
predominantly H2 and He, mainly because getting enough lift would require a very large
internal reservoir of almost entirely pure H2. Keeping a pure H2 internal gas reservoir, or
alternatively heating the internal gas, is prohibitively energetically costly for a life form.

More recently, [47] considered life in the coolest free-floating brown dwarfs (“Y
dwarfs”), objects with cool enough atmosphere layers for liquid water clouds. The mo-
tivation to study Y dwarfs is that there are likely tens of Y dwarfs within 10 pc (33 light
years) of Earth and billions more throughout our Galaxy [47]—possibly making the Y
dwarfs the most abundant sites for life. However, even the coolest brown dwarfs have the
same fundamental limitation to life that Jupiter’s atmosphere does: beneath any temperate
atmosphere layers is a vast, destructively hot planetary atmosphere and interior. Inspired
by [46,47] modeled organisms as individual frictionless hollow spheres with a permeable
skin. They focus on a 1D convection and gravitational settling lifecycle model to constrain
life particle sizes, by calculating organism sizes and masses that can float indefinitely
in a convective updraft of a given speed. They find that microbes could indeed persist
in the Y dwarf atmosphere convective bands (i.e., latitudes), and for atmospheres with
convection, microbes could be up to an order of magnitude larger than typical microbes on
Earth. Ref. [48] further the case for brown dwarf habitability by describing the habitable
volume in brown dwarf atmospheres, as well as describing prebiotic chemistry, abiogenesis,
nutrient and energy supplies, and observational prospects.

In this paper, we synthesize and build upon existing but fragmented building blocks
to assess the plausibility of life in sub Neptune atmospheres. We begin by describing how
temperate sub Neptune atmospheres may satisfy the basic requirements of life (Section 2).
We next show how only those atmospheres with high water content or cool lower layers can
support liquid water clouds (Section 3). We qualitatively describe how life might persist
aloft amidst fragmented clouds with no temperate surface below (Section 4). We then
summarize additional challenges for life in an aerial biosphere (Section 5). We speculate on
possible metabolisms and resulting biosignature gases (Section 6). We round out our review
with a list of temperate sub Neptune exoplanets suitable for atmosphere observations
(Section 7). We conclude with a summary (Section 8).

2. Sub Neptune Atmospheres Can Satisfy the Basic Requirements for Life

Theory, data, and experiments suggest that the requirements for life, in decreasing
order of certainty, are [25]:

• A thermodynamic disequilibrium;
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• An environment capable of maintaining covalent bonds (in chemical compounds),
especially between carbon, hydrogen, and other atoms;

• A liquid environment;
• A molecular system that can support Darwinian evolution.

Here, we qualitatively describe how sub Neptune atmospheres can satisfy each basic
requirement for life.

Thermodynamic disequilibrium. Sub Neptune atmospheres have stellar radiation as a
source of thermodynamic disequilibria. Sub Neptune atmospheres may also have chemical
potential energy gradients, driven in the atmosphere by photochemistry or by vertical
transport moving chemical species from the deep atmosphere or interior to the upper
atmosphere. It is worth noting, however, that many sources of thermodynamic disequilibria
present on rocky planets are absent, including, for example hydrothermal vents.

An environment capable of maintaining covalent bonds. Temperate sub Neptune
atmospheres can have the right temperatures and pressures to maintain covalent bonds,
needed for large, diverse molecules. For example, different models for K2-18b estimate at-
mospheric temperatures at pressures above 0.1 bar, ranging from 250 to 400 K [12,14,49–51].
Note that pressure will have only a minor role on the chemical stability of metabolism
compared to the effects of temperature [52].

Regarding temperature limits for Earth life, the lower temperature limit is 258 K
(microbes with cold tolerance) and the upper limit for life has been suggested as between
395 K [53] (based on protein degradation rates) and 425 K (based on metabolite hydrolysis
rates) [52]. The most heat-tolerant organisms found can grow at 395 K [54,55].

A liquid environment. Some temperate sub Neptunes may have liquid water clouds
in their atmospheres. With elemental hydrogen and oxygen, water vapor will be present in
sub Neptune atmospheres. The atmosphere, however, needs the right temperature and
pressure for water to condense to liquid instead of ice (Section 3).

A molecular system that can support Darwinian evolution. There is nothing in the
sub Neptune atmosphere that precludes existence of a molecular system that can support
Darwinian evolution. The ability for life to have chemical complexity is dependent on
three general criteria: sufficient chemical diversity, chemical reactivity, and the presence of
a solvent (reviewed in [56,57]).

In addition to the above four criteria, we must also emphasize that the bulk gases
in sub Neptune atmospheres—H2 and He gases or H2O vapor for water worlds—are not
detrimental to life. H2 and He are relatively inert when it comes to life processes. Indeed,
life can survive, reproduce, and thrive in an H2- or H2 and He-dominated environment,
with no adverse effects [58].

3. Atmospheric Liquid Water Clouds Require High Water Content or Cold
Lower Layers

Life requires a liquid environment in order to provide a solvent, i.e., a medium in
which basic biochemical reactions can occur. For the possibilities of an aerial biosphere, we
are interested in the conditions for which liquid water clouds can form in the atmosphere.
For this paper we are focusing on temperate sub Neptunes orbiting M dwarf stars the most
favorable case for current detection and study.

We can use the water equilibrium phase diagram and assume that condensation and
cloud formation may take place whenever the partial pressure of the vapor exceeds the
saturation vapor pressure given by the condensation curves shown in Figures 3 and 4.
We stress that the temperatures and pressures for which water can be in the liquid phase
changes depending on the total water content on an atmosphere (Figures 3 and 4, and,
e.g., [59]). It is key to recall the importance of the water content of the atmosphere: at a
fixed temperature a lower water content requires a higher pressure to condense [59]. We
can think of this colloquially as a higher abundance of water molecules per unit volume
promotes their condensation.
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compared to the pure water phase case, water condenses at lower pressures for lower water con-
tent. The pressure for which water can be in liquid phase changes for differing atmospheric total 
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Figure 3. Water equilibrium phase diagram showing condensation curves for varying water content.
The x axis shows temperature and the y axis shows pressure. Metallicity values translate to approx-
imate water vapor content in a 90% H2 and 10% He atmosphere as follows: M1 (solar metallicity)
~ 0.00078; M10 (10× solar) ~ 0.0077; M100 (100× solar) ~ 0.068; M1000 (1000× solar) ~ 0.16. The lines
show the condensation curves. The blue-shaded region shows the temperature and pressure range
for the liquid water phase. The series of plots shows that, for a fixed temperature, and compared to
the pure water phase case, water condenses at lower pressures for lower water content. The pressure
for which water can be in liquid phase changes for differing atmospheric total water content.
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Figure 4. Water equilibrium phase diagram showing condensation curves for varying water content.
The x axis shows temperature and the y axis shows pressure. The black solid line is the condensation
for pure water and the blue lines show condensation for atmospheres of different water content
(corresponding to the different panels in Figure 3). Metallicity values translate to approximate water
vapor content in a 90% H2 and 10% He atmosphere as follows: M1 (solar metallicity) ~ 0.00078; M10
(10× solar) ~ 0.0077; M100 (100× solar) ~ 0.068; M1000 (1000× solar) ~ 0.16. The arrows in the top
left show that to the left of each condensation curve water will be in solid form (ice). The blue-shaded
regions indicate the temperatures and pressures where water is in the liquid phase for different water
content; the double-headed arrows indicate the liquid water range for different values of atmospheric
water content. The black vertical line is the liquid/solid phase boundary common to all values
of atmospheric water content, because the freezing temperature for water (273 K) is insensitive to
pressure for pressures less than approximately 100 bar. The grey dashed and dotted lines show two
different K2-18 b atmosphere profiles that fit Hubble data (from [12,49]), both are for atmospheric
metallicities of 100× solar (B2019 is the Bond albedo = 0.3 case from [12] and C2020 is from [51]).
Because the grey curves intersect the condensation curve for an atmosphere with metallicity of 100
(blue dashed curve) but do not pass through the liquid water region for an atmosphere metallicity of
100, the models show that water will be in ice and not liquid form. To support liquid water clouds,
planet atmosphere temperature–pressure profiles must pass through the liquid water region of the
phase diagram.

Relevant to a sub Neptune’s atmospheric water content is that astronomers use the
term metallicity to describe the enrichment of any element heavier than helium relative
to solar composition. Metallicity is conventionally defined as

[
Fe
H

]
= log10

(
NFe
NH

)
planet

−

log10

(
NFe
NH

)
Solar

, where NFe and NH are the number density of iron and hydrogen atoms
(i.e., per unit of volume), respectively, the subscript planet refers to planet atmosphere
values and the subscript solar is for solar values. Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune
are increasingly metal rich [60]. It is unknown whether their metallicity is due to planet
mass or formation location in the solar nebula. Hence, we must await observations of
sub Neptunes to determine the metallicity of both individual planet atmospheres and the
population as a whole.

We now turn to the focus of this section, to review what water content can lead to
liquid water clouds in temperate sub Neptunes orbiting M dwarf host stars. For example,
for an atmospheric water vapor abundance of approximately 6 parts per ten thousand
(corresponding to approximately solar metallicity for an atmosphere composed of 90% H2
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and 10% He), water will exist as a liquid only at pressures higher than approximately 10 bar.
At 10 bar atmospheric pressure, the vapor pressure of water would be 0.006 bar, which is
the vapor pressure of water over liquid at 273 K. If the pressure were lower than 10 bar or
the temperature higher than 273 K, any liquid water would evaporate. If the temperature
were lower than 273 K, then water would condense as ice (note that the freezing point of
water (273 K) is independent of pressure for pressures less than 100 bar). We should note
that 10 bar is generally too high of a pressure to be probed by observations, so for a solar
metallicity atmosphere of a temperate sub Neptune, the concept of an aerial biosphere
might not be a useful one. (It is also useful to note that according to Dalton’s Law, for an
ideal gas the molar concentration is the ratio of partial pressure to total pressure.)

The planet’s atmosphere temperature–pressure profile must go through the liquid
region of the water phase diagram for liquid water clouds to exist. One possibility is high
water content in the atmosphere, which for a sub Neptune corresponds to high metallicity
(see the liquid phase region of the water phase diagram in Figures 3 and 4). Atmosphere
models for the sub Neptune K2-18b, currently the only temperate sub Neptune with
atmosphere observations, show that only water ice clouds and not liquid water clouds can
form, given the exterior heating from the host star and the internal heating from interior
energy [50,51]. This important point is made by [50,51], who show that K2-18 b has to
have high water content, with a metallicity of greater than 100× solar, in order for water to
condense, and that water condenses to the ice phase and not the liquid phase (as seen in
Figure 4). Other than high water content, sub Neptunes must have lower interior energies
than assumed for current K2-18 b models in order for liquid water clouds to exist, according
to Figure 4. For a detailed description of various sub Neptune 1D atmosphere models that
do support liquid water, see [61].

4. How Can Life Persist Aloft?

A key question for an aerial biosphere on a sub Neptune, or any planet without a
temperate, solid surface, is, “how can life persist aloft in the atmosphere indefinitely?” All
planet atmospheres ultimately get warmer with decreasing altitude, so that, if there is not a
temperate surface as a barrier to descent, a descending organism will reach an environment
where the planet’s temperatures will be too hot for life of any kind to survive. Life
particles are subject to downward motion by winds, convection, atmospheric circulation,
or gravitational settling for large particles. If the planet is to be inhabited, life must have
enough time aloft in order to reproduce and spread, before downward transport, in order
for life to maintain itself at a habitable altitude. Alternatively, the lowest levels of the
atmosphere that a life particle reaches must be within a suitable temperature for life.
Life must furthermore spend enough time aloft in a liquid environment, so that life can
metabolize and reproduce. Yet, cloud formation and extent is a complex topic. We review
how passive microbial-type life particles might be supported and suggest helpful avenues
for future work.

4.1. Can Passive Life Particles Spend Enough Time Amongst Liquid Cloud Droplets?

Passive microbial-type life particles must spend enough time in a liquid water cloud
region even if they are not residing inside water droplets (see Section 4.1.3). Ideally, we
would use Lagrangian particle dynamics and atmospheric circulation models to follow the
trajectory of airborne microbial-type particles through temperate sub Neptune exoplanet
atmospheres. In this way, we could assess how long particles spend in liquid water cloud
locations and how often many of the particles escape downward transport to destructively
hot atmospheric layers. In lieu of such models, we qualitatively describe the possible
journey of life particles, using results from the one existing paper on temperate sub Neptune
planet atmospheric circulation, a pioneering treatment of K2-18b [51]. We next expand our
discussion to planets more rapidly rotating than K2-18b.
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4.1.1. Cloud Location and Downward Transport in a Slow Rotator: K2-18b

The main characteristics of K2-18b as related to atmospheric dynamics are its slow
rotation rate (32 days, assuming K2-18b is tidally-locked such that its rotation rate matches
its orbital period), its radius (2.6 REarth, and its moderate stellar heating (close to the insola-
tion received by Earth). These factors imply weak horizontal temperature gradients and a
single dayside/nightside overturning circulation (see, e.g., the Weak Temperature Gradient
approximation in [62]). Indeed, the atmospheric circulation models of K2-18b [51] show a
single planet-wide circulation cell with a symmetric day–night circulation and efficient heat
redistribution (Figure 5a). Atmospheric mass moves upwards on the dayside surrounding
the substellar region, flows away from dayside around the planet, and downwells at the
nightside. The atmosphere recirculates back to the dayside at a low atmospheric altitude
(Figure 5).
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ground gas (H2) [63,64]. This is an advantage for microbes to be passively maintained 

Figure 5. Qualitative illustration of the atmospheric circulation for and preferential location of
cloud formation on slowly rotating and rapidly rotating sub Neptunes (not to scale). (a) A tidally-
locked temperate sub Neptune will be slowly rotating and is expected to have a single planet-wide
circulation cell with a symmetric day–night circulation moving away from the substellar point (left
side of the figure at the base of the green arrow) and returning at a lower level after downwelling at
the night side. Clouds may form at the dayside (left side of the figure) and/or terminator, depending
on a complex interplay of a variety of factors and based on simulations [51]. The blue-shaded
region indicates the permanent planet night side. Adapted from [51]’s description of K2-18 b. (b) A
rapidly rotating planet is expected to have multiple latitudinal cells, with alternating wind direction
(indicated by arrows). The latitudinal cells may also alternate between upwelling regions (indicated
by open circles with dots) with clouds and downwelling regions (indicated by filled circles) that
are cloud free, though this picture will be complicated by other dynamics. A key takeaway is both
the slowly and rapidly rotating planets likely have a return atmosphere flow at a low atmosphere
altitude; if the temperature is cool enough life can survive indefinitely.

Also important for temperate sub Neptunes is that overturning large-scale convection
is inhibited when the condensable species (in this case H2O) is heavier than the background
gas (H2) [63,64]. This is an advantage for microbes to be passively maintained aloft, in
that there will not be vigorous downward transport by convection of life particles to
destructively hot layers.

To describe what might happen to airborne microbial-type life particles, we choose
the 300× solar metallicity atmosphere with a cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) population
of 105 kg−1 illustrated in [51]. We consider life particles within 30 degrees of the K2-18b
equator (mean equatorial conditions from Figure 5 in [51]).

The water cloud is confined to the day side substellar area but is large in extent. On
average the cloud ranges from −40 degrees to 40 degrees longitude. The water cloud
vertical extent is equally impressive, approximately 40 km considering the pressure range
of approximately 10−2 to 7 × 10−3 bar and converting to distance using the pressure scale
height of approximately 30 km for the 300× solar metallicity atmosphere.

We are interested in the time life particles spend within a water cloud, most desirably
inside liquid droplets but also free floating outside droplets but still within the high
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humidity of a water cloud environment (see Section 4.1.3). Due to very slow dayside
upwelling (on order 0.2 to 0.3 m/s) in the cloud and moderate wind speeds away from the
substellar point (<40 m/s within +/−40 degrees longitude), the life particles could spend
anywhere from a couple of days to a couple of weeks amidst the cloud. This is ample time
for life particles to metabolize, reproduce, and spread. Recall that on Earth the typical
generation time of a common sulfate-reducing bacterial anaerobe Desulfovibrio vulgaris is
between 2 and 3 h [65]. Note that our minimum time estimate is for a particle upwelling
through the clouds to a dry, cloud-free altitude layer before it circulates latitudinally or
settles back down out of the atmosphere. The longer timescale estimate is for a life particle
that manages to circulate within the altitude layer where the clouds exist.

Also worth noting is that particle sizes of 10 micron or less have sedimentation speeds
on the order of 0.1 m/s, lower or comparable to the upward equatorial wind on the day side,
and lower or comparable to the advective speed, demonstrating that life particles of that
size or in droplets of that size can remain aloft against gravitational settling. Particles inside
a larger cloud droplet may settle out, as the average droplet size depends on the underlying
CCN population mass, and larger particles are heavier with higher sedimentation speeds.

Traveling away from the cloud en route to the night side, the life particles and their
progeny will dry out as they leave the cloud region. In a dried-out state life would not
actively metabolize but nevertheless survive. Downwelling on the night side also has a low
velocity of approximately 0.2 m/s, so the journey downwards will take a couple of days.

A key point is that a critical number of life particles must avoid death by downwelling
to the too hot layers. Some life particles may re-circulate from the night side back to the
planet dayside without reaching destructively hot layers. According to the simulations
in [51], atmospheric circulation from the planet night side back to the dayside occurs at
a range of altitudes from 0.1 down to 1 bar. At 0.1 bar, the temperatures remain around
320 K and so life particles trapped in this flow zone will survive. However, the temperature
gradient is steep between 0.1 and 1 bar and life particles that sink to 1 bar or lower before
circulating back to the day side could be at a temperature as high as 500 K, too hot for life
of any kind.

We must emphasize a number of caveats to this qualitative picture. First, the K2-18b
atmospheric water vapor condenses to ice clouds and not the liquid droplets needed for life.
Sub Neptunes slightly cooler than K2-18 b are more likely to have liquid water clouds (see
Figure 4) and may even have cooler lower layers where the atmosphere recirculates. Second,
the cloud location and extent, and the amount of condensed water is extremely sensitive to
a number of factors [51], including particle size (which controls sedimentation rate) and
atmospheric metallicity (which sets up dayside temperatures and the dayside radiative
timescale, and also the advective timescale by setting up latitudinal temperature gradients).
The particle size distribution itself is controlled by the number population of the underlying
cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). In addition to the global dayside-to-nightside circulation
and particle size, cloud radiative effects and radiative feedback can significantly alter cloud
distribution, making it very sensitive to cloud microphysics. As a relevant aside, CCN on
sub Neptune exoplanets may be externally delivered in the form of micrometeorites, or
may be created in the atmosphere itself from photochemical hazes or condensed salts. For
more details, see [51]. Third, despite the dominant dayside/nightside overturning pattern,
there are more atmospheric dynamics including jet formation and possible sensitivity of
equatorial winds to a number of assumptions that need to be explored in more modeling
studies. Finally, while the planet metallicity may be derived or constrained with atmosphere
observations, there is no way to determine the CCN number density from either first
principles or observations, although cloud variability measured at the planet limb for
transiting planets may identify one of the [51] scenarios.

To conclude this section, we point out that some temperate sub Neptunes orbiting M
dwarf stars may not yet have completed their dynamical evolution to the tidally-locked
state. The planets likely do, however, have slow rotation periods as part of the spin-down
evolution. The tidal spin-down time for temperate sub Neptunes is long, because the
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tidal spin-down equation scales to the sixth power for semi-major axis, and temperate sub
Neptunes by definition have moderate semi-major axes. As an example, [51] estimate a
tidal spin-down time for K2-18 b (a = 0.14 AU) to be on order 1.7 Ga, assuming the tidal
dissipation factor Q is ~104 (chosen to be inbetween Q values of solar system terrestrial
bodies with Q ~ 10 to 500 and giant planets with Q ~ 105 [66]). They [51] compare K2-18 b’s
tidal spin-down time to the host star K2-18’s estimated age of 2.6 ± 0.6 Ga [67]. Given the
closeness of the two timescales and considering K2-18b’s actual Q value is unknown, and
stellar ages are not precisely known, we cannot be certain that K2-18 b or other temperate
sub Neptunes are tidally locked, especially cooler planets (i.e., larger semi-major axis) that
are more likely to have liquid water condensation in their atmospheres (Figure 4).

The qualitative life particle description in this subsection illustrates what we would
like to accomplish in a more quantitative fashion using detailed general circulation model
simulations for temperate sub Neptunes that can host liquid water clouds: trace life
particles’ timescales and pathways. In addition, because of the large parameter space,
the community needs a generalized picture for temperate sub Neptunes atmospheric
circulation, for example the Weak Temperature Gradient approximation [62] applied to H2
or H2-He-dominated planet atmospheres.

4.1.2. Cloud Location and Downward Transport in Rapid Rotators

We aim to expand our discussion to more rapidly rotating planets than a slowly
(and likely synchronously) rotating K2-18b. Another concrete example of atmospheric
circulation we can point to is that for Jupiter, a rapidly rotating planet with a 10 h rotation
period. While Jupiter is larger and receives less irradiation than a temperate sub Neptune
and there remain competing theories for Jupiter’s atmosphere banded structure [68], there
are some interesting and relevant points about Jupiter’s atmospheric flow. We first point
out that temperate sub Neptunes orbiting sun-like stars are likely to be rapid rotators as
planets are thought to form with high spin rates and only spin down by tidal stresses for
planet with orbits close to the host star.

A rapidly rotating planet may have multiple latitudinal “cells” like Jupiter does
(e.g., [69,70]). Jupiter’s latitudinal cells have fast horizontal winds that rapidly circulate
the atmosphere within each cell. The latitudinal cells alternate between westward moving
flow (bands) and eastward flow (jets). Relevant here is that Jupiter’s latitudinal cells also
alternate between upwelling and downwelling air. A sub Neptune atmosphere’s latitudinal
cells with upwelling air can support water clouds, by replenishing the upper layers with
warm moist air from below. See Figure 5b.

Microbial-type life particles can persist aloft in a rapidly rotating planet’s atmosphere
long enough to reproduce and spread if some of their progeny remain in layers of a
latitudinal cell with water clouds. If we think of Jupiter’s latitudinal cells, the motion
across the cell that leads to downwelling (i.e., along longitudinal lines, called meridional
flow) is approximately one order of magnitude slower than the horizontal speeds within a
latitudinal cell (called zonal flow). (On Jupiter, the vertical residual wind speeds that are
part of the meridional flow are ~1 m/s (e.g., [71]), whereas the horizontal wind speeds are
tens of m/s, depending on latitude and altitude (e.g., [69]).) It is, however, worth noting
that vertical excursions due to baroclinic eddies could be more important than the weak
overturning circulations associated with the midlatitude bands. The baroclinic eddies
draw their energy from meridional temperature gradients and may have a significant
effect on cloud formation and lifetime, a separate mechanism from Earth’s convective
cloud formation.

So while many life particles will be carried away from the horizontal flow to the
overturning regions, other life particles may remain in the horizontal flow presumably
long enough to metabolize and reproduce. Two other key points are (1) the temperature
at the bottom of the overturning meridional flow may be too high for life to survive and
(2) perhaps the updrafts in the latitudinal cells with upwelling can support life particles
against gravitational settling [46,47].
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Admittedly, rapidly rotating temperate sub Neptunes are not in the same atmospheric
regime as Jupiter, mostly due to the smaller sizes of sub Neptunes (2 to 3) compared to
Jupiter (11.2 REarth) but also due to the stronger irradiation of temperate sub Neptunes
compared to Jupiter (on order five times greater). We do, however, expect rapidly rotating
sub Neptunes to have more bands than the single circulation cell in slow rotators.

What is needed for a general picture of particle flow on planets with different radii,
rotation rates, stellar irradiation, and atmospheric mean molecular weight (which affects
wave speeds and scale heights) is a general scalable parametrization to capture robust
details for atmospheric circulation regimes. The Weak Temperature Gradient approxima-
tion [62] is promising in this regard as it represents a key governing factor, the radius of
deformation relative to the planet size. For example, temperate sub Neptunes orbiting K
stars may have rotation rates in between the slow rotators orbiting M dwarf and rapid
rotators orbiting G stars, and consequently a different atmospheric circulation regime than
the two categories of planets described above.

4.1.3. Other Physical Factors Affecting Aerial Life

Life can survive in cold atmosphere regions. A sub Neptune atmosphere can still be
habitable with cold, even seemingly inhospitable top-of-atmosphere layers where life
particles might rise up to from lower, warmer atmosphere layers.

Life on Earth does easily adapt to low temperatures. Many organisms on Earth use
antifreeze substances to prevent water from freezing and achieve tolerance to extreme
cold. For example, synthesis of various cryoprotectants is a common strategy to mitigate
extreme cold employed by aerial bacteria in Earth’s atmosphere [38]. On Earth, life has
been found to metabolize and reproduce at temperatures as cold as at 268 K. Such cold
adaptations have evolved independently on many occasions and have been described
in virtually all branches of the tree of life—in animals, plants, bacteria, and fungi (see,
e.g., [72]). The bacterium Planococcus halocryophilus Or1 from high Arctic permafrost
actively grows and divides at −15 ◦C, albeit slowly with one cell division per 25 days,
and remains metabolically active at −25 ◦C [73]. Earth bacteria routinely survive freezing.
Some obligatory psychrophiles such as Colwellia psychrerythraea 34H are commonly found
in sea ice with liquid brine temperatures as low as −35 ◦C [74], have active motile behavior
in temperatures as low as −10 ◦C [75], and actively reproduce in temperatures as low as
−5 ◦C [76]. Even some complex multicellular organisms (e.g., ice worm Mesenchytraeus
solifugus) can adapt to spend their entire life cycles in glacial ice and live perpetually below
0 ◦C [77–79].

Life can survive in dry atmosphere regions. Humidity depends on temperature. So, regard-
less of the atmospheric water content, there can be regions of a sub Neptune atmosphere
that are so dry that life particles would dehydrate and have to go into a hibernating phase.
For example, below the ice clouds in the K2-18b exoplanet atmospheres with metallicities
100× solar (shown in Figure 4), the relative humidity reaches very low levels, down to
0.3% at a temperature of 390 K and down to approximately 6% at 300 K. For comparison,
the driest place on Earth has 2% relative humidity in the Atacama desert (at noon in full
sunlight) [80].

On Earth, severe water loss due to even moderately dry air is instantly lethal to most
organisms. However, many species of microorganisms, plants, and animals can survive
complete desiccation (anhydrobiosis) with no detrimental effects. Moreover, desiccation
does not necessarily render active metabolism of microbial cells impossible, as shown for
several bacterial species (e.g., [81]). The desiccated organisms can remain in the state
of anhydrobiosis for prolonged periods of time without apparent damage and upon
rehydration can resume active metabolic processes and reproduction (e.g., [82]). Bacteria
and archaea are not the only organisms capable of surviving prolonged periods of dry
environmental conditions. Some complex, multicellular organisms (e.g., tardigrades) can
remain in suspended animation for several years [83]. Microorganisms also routinely
survive dry conditions as spores, in a metabolically inactive state. On Earth, some bacterial
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spores that are viable can survive in a dormant state in extremely harsh conditions for
many thousands [84,85], if not several millions of years [86,87].

Life could survive inside or outside of cloud droplets. So far, we have not specified whether
life particles must reside inside liquid droplets or whether life particles could metabolize
and reproduce outside of liquid droplets while freely floating in the atmosphere. Certainly,
the environment inside droplets is most suitable for life because the requirement for a
liquid environment is one of the general attributes of all life regardless of its biochemical
makeup [56,57]. In addition, the water droplet can protect life from destructive ultraviolet
radiation. Most life in Earth’s aerial biosphere is inside liquid droplets rather than free
floating [37].

The challenge to free-floating life outside of water droplets is the dryness of the
atmosphere—life particles would rapidly desiccate (by net loss of liquid to the atmosphere).
Specifically, free-floating cells would lose water until their internal water activity is the same
as the vapor pressure of the atmosphere around it. On Earth, free-floating metabolically
active cells outside of cloud water droplets are known to exist, but they are a small fraction
of the overall aerial biomass.

To survive and actively reproduce in atmosphere conditions outside of water droplets,
microbial life must have energetically costly active water capture and retention mechanisms.
Terrestrial bacteria capture water by using hygroscopic biosurfactant polymers. Many
microbial polysaccharides and amphipathic lipopeptides, such as syringafactin, from
Pseudomonas syringae have highly hygroscopic properties and are instrumental in reducing
the water stress of microorganisms [88].

As an aside, life reproducing inside a droplet can populate the atmosphere once
the droplet evaporates and the individual life particles become freely floating, perhaps
in a dehydrated state. Alternatively, the life particles might develop a mechanism to
actively disperse out of the cloud droplets, within the cloud layer. Some Earth ground-
based bacteria and microscopic fungi can push out a spore-producing organ through the
surface tension of water droplets at the water-air interface over cm to m scales, [89,90] via
a relatively complex, energy-intensive mechanism.

4.2. Active Mechanisms for Complex Life to Persist Aloft

Active life forms can withstand a planet’s atmospheric circulation to purposefully stay
aloft and within liquid water cloud regions. Although speculative, it is worth mentioning
that complex multicellular life may have several options to actively persist aloft, including
active flight and gliding. (Imaginative gas-filled balloons and jet propulsion have also
been proposed [46].). On Earth, several species of birds have evolved to remain in the air
almost indefinitely either through active flight or gliding. Common swifts (Apus apus) have
to land only to nest and lay their eggs. Common swifts breed, sleep, collect material for
nests, drink rain droplets, and perform all other physiological functions while flying. Many
individuals have been recorded flying continuously for ten months [91]. We may speculate
that with sufficient evolutionary pressure perpetual active or gliding flight capability is
possible on sub Neptunes as well (with vivipary replacing external egg-laying, by analogy
with mammals, marsupials, and some species of crocodile, lizard and fish).

5. Challenges to Life in a Sub Neptune Atmosphere beyond Persistence Aloft

There are many challenges for any aerial life in an environment without a temperate
solid surface beneath. Here, we present the challenges and summarize any logical paths
that life might take to overcome them: the origin of life (Section 5.1); nutrient scarcity
(Section 5.2); and the issues surrounding UV radiation for sub Neptunes orbiting M dwarf
stars (Section 5.3).

5.1. Origin of Life in an Atmosphere

The origin of life is possibly the single biggest challenge and perhaps an unsurpassable
one to the hypothesis of life existing in a sub Neptune atmosphere. A sub Neptune
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atmosphere appears highly uniform, in contrast to the diverse environments on a terrestrial
planet. Although the exact environment and chemical pathways that led to the formation
of life on Earth are unknown, the diversity of environments on Earth is cited as central to
the origin of life for one of two reasons: (1) if the correct environment for the origin of life
is rare, then having many different environments increases the chances for life to originate,
and (2) diverse environments might be required for different parts of the origin of life
process (each of which might be rare). It is likely that the environment on early Earth and
the prebiotic chemical pathways coevolved to give rise to life. (For more on this extensive
topic, see, e.g., [92].) It is unknown whether the cloud environment of sub Neptunes could
undergo similar coevolution.

In this subsection, we explain and review key challenges to the origin of life in an
aerial environment. We offer possible solutions for some issues.

The origin of life requires concentrated ingredients, a situation at first glance at
odds with a massive atmosphere or gas envelope dominated by H2 and He or by H2O.
All terrestrial origin of life scenarios envisage environments where key chemicals are
generated at high (millimolar to molar) concentrations or concentrated from the environ-
ment (as reviewed in [93]). For example, the growing consensus for the origin of life on
Earth is for small warm pools of water that cycle between dehydration (to concentrate
molecules) and hydration (to enable reactions) (e.g., [94,95])—a situation not present in sub
Neptune atmospheres.

Sub Neptunes lack a temperate solid surface environment where complex molecules
can readily concentrate. Any solid layer will be far beneath the gas envelope (composed
of either H2 or H2 and He, and possibly a large water vapor content) where temperatures
are too high for complex molecules. Sub Neptunes and giant exoplanets in general have
hot interiors due to residual heat leftover from their formation. Aside from the too-hot
temperatures, any sub Neptunes that are water worlds would have a massive high-pressure
ice layer, which would likely act as a physical barrier to prevent transport of rocky and
metal nutrients up to the envelope and atmosphere. All of this means that life on a sub
Neptune would have to originate and survive in the atmosphere.

The origin of life in a sub Neptune atmosphere likely must rely on the delivery of mete-
oritic material on which the origin of life could happen or for delivery of complex chemicals
as feedstock for the origin of life. Delivery of ingredients could come from bombardment
by planetesimals shortly after planet formation or from a dynamically unstable asteroid
belt, as our solar system has. Several biochemical precursors such as reactive phosphorus
species, small molecule metabolites, sugars, amino acids, nucleobases (e.g., adenine), or
short chain fatty acids have been found in meteorites [96,97]. It is, however, unknown
whether such precursor molecules could subsequently form any complex molecules and
molecular systems in a water cloud environment of temperate sub Neptune atmospheres.

Land-based wet–dry cycles on Earth are key in the predominant hypotheses on the
environmental conditions required for the origin of life. However, we always keep in mind
that there are several alternative (though less popular) hypotheses on where and how life
could have originated on Earth. For example, recent work suggests that the early Earth
(3–4 Gyr ago) was likely completely covered by a global water ocean [98]. If correct, it
becomes difficult to conceive how the classical view of the wet–dry cycles could operate in
a global-ocean environment, without dry land.

Here, we emphasize work that shows how cloud droplets may be sites for the origin
of life [99] including providing chemical “cycling conditions” not unlike the wet–dry cycles
postulated to be crucial in life’s origin on Earth’s surface. The cloud droplets can provide the
necessary concentration and polymerization of prebiotic monomers [100,101]. Water cloud
droplets, as they travel through the atmosphere, would be subjected to variable temperature
cycles and periodical loss (evaporation) and gain (drop mergers or condensation) of water,
a process that could lead to the concentration of chemicals within droplets and therefore
facilitation of crucial chemical reactions. One could speculate that CCN could act as a
concentrating environment for chemicals by providing a solid substrate (for example, by
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adsorbing onto frozen ice crystals). A freeze–thaw cycle might further facilitate a type of
wet–dry cycle.

In addition to the chemical cycling properties of droplets, several recent studies show
that the surface of aqueous droplets provides a special, unique, and generally favorable
reaction environment, with qualitatively different thermodynamic and kinetic properties,
than bulk aqueous solutions [102,103]. For example, a water micro-droplet environment
allows for abiotic production of sugar phosphates and uridine ribonucleoside, both are
precursors for nucleic acids [103]. Formation of such compounds is not known to occur in
bulk aqueous solutions. Synthesis of peptide bonds (found in proteins on Earth) also in
principle could happen at air–water interfaces in atmospheric cloud droplets [104].

Sub Neptune temperate atmospheres likely have the required primary feedstock
compounds to satisfy the proposed pathways to generate building blocks of crucial bio-
chemicals such as RNA. Reduced nitrogen-containing compounds are required for this
chemistry [105]. It is likely that a reduced atmosphere would contain such gases as H2,
NH3, and CH4 [95]. With atmospheres dominated by H2, and temperatures beneath the
atmosphere high enough for recycling of molecules to their thermochemical equilibrium
forms (for those planets without water oceans), sub Neptune atmospheres are expected to
have NH3, as the dominant N-bearing gas, CH4 as the dominant C-bearing gas, as well
as H2S and PH3 (depending on the overall H content of the atmosphere, or “metallicity”).
NH3 is a more reactive form of N than N2, aiding chemical processes. From the origin of life
perspective, the reducing atmosphere of sub Neptunes not only contains the main elements
needed for life (possibly with the exception of metals, see Section 5.2. below) but is indeed
more conducive towards prebiotic chemistry than an oxidized atmosphere. A reducing
atmosphere allows for the formation of reduced organic molecules, such as nitriles (from
photochemistry), and hydrolysis of nitriles can lead to formaldehyde, glycoaldehyde, for-
mamide, and urea, to name a few, that are deemed to be primary and secondary precursors
of RNA [95].

In summary, not only might the physical conditions of water clouds appear to be
conducive to the origin of life, but the chemical conditions of water cloud droplets might
also facilitate critical chemical reactions needed for life to originate, assuming planetesimal
or meteorite delivery of other key elements and compounds.

5.2. Nutrient Scarcity

A challenge to life’s survival in a planetary atmosphere is a lack of nutrients. On Earth,
essential non-volatile nutrients (such as metals and mineral salts) reach the atmosphere via
uplifted dust and salts from the surface and ocean [38]. There is no rocky layer near a sub
Neptune atmosphere (any core is likely 103 to 104 km deep [21]) and therefore no reliable
transport of non-volatile nutrients up to the atmosphere. Furthermore, for a water world, a
massive interior high-pressure ice layer would likely act as a physical barrier to prevent
transport of rocky and metal nutrients up to the envelope and atmosphere.

A major nutrient limitation is lack of metals. Metal ions are ubiquitously required
for terrestrial life, where they are used as charge-balancing counter-ions, as key ligands
conferring protein specificity, as activating groups in catalysis and as enablers of a wide
range of redox chemistry. More than one-third of all proteins in terrestrial eukaryotes
and bacteria require metal binding to function properly [106]. Note that the elements
CHNOPS are commonly available, based on solar abundances and their presence in
common volatile molecules.

Iron could be delivered to a sub Neptune planet atmosphere by meteoritic delivery.
The current accretion rate of meteoritic material to the Earth is of the order of 20–70 kilotons
year−1 [107]. Approximately 6% of this delivered material is in the form of iron/nickel
meteorites [108]. Under the assumption that Fe-Ni meteorites consist of 95% iron, the
maximal meteoritic delivery of Fe to Earth is in the range of 4.0 × 109 g year−1. For
context, global Fe assimilated by oligotrophic phytoplankton in the open oceans reaches
6.7 × 1011 g year−1 [109], approximately two orders of magnitude higher than the total
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amount of Fe reaching Earth through meteoritic delivery. However, the meteoritic delivery
rate is certainly enough to support a modest biomass in an aerial biosphere. A sub Neptune
would need to be a part of a planetary system with an unstable asteroid belt in order to
have a steady flux of meteoritic material over billions of years. At present, we are unable to
detect the presence of exoplanet asteroid belts, though next-generation telescopes might be
able to [2–7].

The situation for other metals including Mg, Ca, Cu, Zn, Co, and K is bleaker. The
estimated global amounts of metals assimilated by phytoplankton in Earth’s oceans are
five to nine orders of magnitude higher than our estimate for meteoritic delivery of these
metals to Earth (following the above calculation for Fe and using values from [60]). We
note that such a comparison does not take into account any adaptations that life might
develop to mitigate nutrient scarcity. Life on Earth inhabits environments where nutrients
are extremely scarce with adaptations such as: storage of materials, as a source of elements
in an event of extreme shortages; recycling and reuse of already acquired nutrients; and
metabolic flexibility. Such adaptations are present in microbial communities in the lower
oceanic crust [110] or in Earth’s aerial biosphere where life has developed a series of specific
adaptations for efficient capture of limiting nutrients, including siderophore-mediated
transition metal capture [38]. It is conceivable that life in any sub Neptune aerial biosphere,
if it exists, has evolved similar solutions for efficient scavenging and recycling of metallic
trace elements. Some of the roles played by metals in Earth life could be played by salts
such as NH4Cl, which, for example, should form near 0.1 bar for K2-18b’s simulated
conditions [51].

Nutrient and metal delivery could come from an orbiting exomoon. Due to tidal
forcing from the host planet, an exomoon may send several orders of magnitude more ma-
terial to the host planet than the amount of material delivered to Earth by meteorites [111].
For comparison’s sake, the close-in exomoons studied around giant exoplanets would
provide –31 gigatons yr−1. Additionally, two relevant solar system examples are that
Jupiter’s tidally-heated moon Io vents ~ 1 ton s−1 into space (31 megatons yr−1) [112] and
the Pluto-Charon system exhibits mass transfer [113]. We note, however, the true degree
to which mass transfer from a moon to a planet is possible and hence an efficient source
of nutrients is unknown and requires further study. While exomoons have not yet been
discovered around exoplanets, their detection is feasible and such exomoons may also be
habitable [114]. If such exomoons are inhabited, the clouds of a temperate sub Neptune
could be seeded with life through panspermia, perhaps continuously.

Without an unstable asteroid belt and meteorite delivery and efficient strategies for
recycling and reusing metals, a sub Neptune aerial biosphere might have to function
without metals. Could life exist without metals entirely? This is a very speculative subject.
For terrestrial biochemistry the answer is definitely ‘no’, but the broad classes of functions
summarized above can all be carried out by non-metal compounds. Charge balancing can
be done with ammonium compounds (NH3

+ groups) or carboxylic acids [115]. The many
enzymes that work without a metal ion in their active site demonstrate that metals are
not universally essential for catalysis. Additionally, redox chemistry, even single-electron
redox chemistry, can be done with organic compounds, especially sulfur compounds
and derivatives of nitrogen oxides. Thus, we cannot logically conclude that metals are
absolutely essential for life, only that on Earth, where metals are available in the crust,
they are widely and universally used. We also note that many scenarios for the origin of
life depend on metals and minerals, so metals might be essential for life to arise in the
first place.

5.3. High-Energy Radiation or Lack Thereof for Planets Orbiting M Dwarf Stars

A challenge for the origin of life on planets orbiting M dwarf stars is the quiescent
phase deficiency of UV radiation needed for generation of precursor RNA molecules. M
dwarf stars have 10–1000 less UV radiation than sun-like stars [116]. It has been proposed,
however, that the high-energy radiation, including UV, coming during frequent flares from
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M dwarf stars [117,118] can substitute for the continuous UV radiation the sun outputs.
However, there is not yet a laboratory demonstration that supports the idea that intensive
bursts (with duration of minutes to hours) every 10 days or so is a suitable replacement for
continuous UV radiation. Note that only two stars have had UV measured during a flare
([119,120]).

Near-UV radiation in the range 200 nm < λ < 280 nm may be a key factor behind
many prebiotic processes such as ribonucleotide and sugar synthesis pathways [117,121].
According to the current leading origin of life paradigm, the synthesis of RNA precursors
may rely on a critical photochemical step involving NUV radiation at 254 nm. Recent
work quantifies the radiation fluxes needed for such synthesis (2 × 109 to 1010 photons
cm−2 s−1 A−1) and argues that while M dwarf stars lack the required UV flux, flaring
activity on approximately 30% of stars cooler than stellar types K5, and ~ 20% of stars of
early M dwarf type is adequate to reach the required levels at the surface of early Earth-type
planet atmospheres [117]. We note that more recent data from the MIT-led NASA TESS
mission [118] can be used to update these values and extend them to cooler M dwarf stars.

The stellar NUV radiation in the range 200–300 nm can penetrate a planet atmosphere
to at least one bar [116]. Life in the clouds of temperate sub Neptunes may be at that altitude
or above, due to the high temperatures in the lower atmosphere (Figure 4 and references
therein). Relevant for any reduced atmosphere is that H2O absorbs at wavelengths >300 nm.
No dominant atmosphere species expected in temperate sub Neptune atmospheres absorbs
in the 200–300 nm range (CH4, PH3, and CO or CO2 if present) [6]. One exception is H2S,
but because it absorbs at wavelengths <230 nm H2S does not interfere with the proposed set
of reactions involving 254 nm radiation. As well, H2S is not expected to be very abundant.
While O3 absorbs blueward of 300 nm, its existence requires the presence of O2.

Some argue that X-ray, EUV radiation, and high-energy particles coming from flares
might be a challenge for a biosphere due to harmful effects on life or even by heavily
eroding the planet atmosphere. During a flare event, some atmospheric life particles would
be protected if they were on the night side, although life particle residence times must be
considered. Some life on Earth can resist high-energy radiation, although such species are
relatively few and are highly adapted to the specific environment [122,123]. We know that
sub Neptune planets do not lose all of their atmospheres, even those around active M dwarf
stars, based on their low average densities that require existence of an atmosphere. Indeed,
many sub Neptune atmospheres may survive indefinitely: the population of sub Neptunes
orbiting old and quiet M dwarfs have survived any flares and high-energy output for
many Myr to Gyr, including the time period when their host stars were young and most
active. This is under the accepted stellar evolution theory that M dwarf stars are born as
fast rotators (i.e., highly active) and then slow down as they grow older to a quiescent
phase (e.g., [124,125]). That said, many smaller exoplanets with higher average densities
than sub Neptunes are deemed to be end products of severe atmosphere erosion, even if
they retain thin atmospheres [126–128].

6. Possible Metabolic Strategies and Biosignatures

All life needs a metabolic strategy to gain energy from its environment. In the search
for life beyond Earth we make an underlying assumption that life uses chemistry to extract
energy from its environment, to store energy, and to use energy. In the process life will
output a byproduct waste gas or gases, some of which can accumulate in an atmosphere
to be considered biosignature gases. Life in an aerial biosphere may in principle produce
many of the biosignature gases considered elsewhere (for a review of biosignature gases,
see [129,130]).

As a kind of “proof of concept” we show two possible metabolic strategies for life in a
sub Neptune aerial biosphere: hydrogen photosynthesis (Section 6.1) and methanogenesis
(Section 6.2). We also describe life’s light-harvesting pigments as potential biosignatures
(Section 6.3).
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6.1. Hydrogenic Photosynthesis and CO as a Bioindicator

The conversion of light energy to chemical energy through photosynthesis is one
of the oldest and most fundamental energy-harnessing biochemical processes on Earth,
suggesting it will be a fundamental strategy on other planets. There are many types of pho-
tosynthesis that life on Earth uses for carbon fixation, beyond the most common oxygenic
photosynthesis that can be summarized as CO2 + H2O → CH2O + O2 reaction (others
reviewed in [131]). Many more types of photosynthesis are theoretically possible [132–134].
Photosynthesis need not be oxygenic, or even for carbon fixation. Some life on Earth uses
light energy to run chemical reactions and to generate and store energy for reasons not
limited to carbon fixation [135].

Here, we summarize “hydrogenic photosynthesis” [134], with a net reaction

CH4 + H2O→ CH2O + 2H2.

The substrates CH4 and H2O for hydrogenic photosynthesis are readily available in
the sub Neptune atmosphere, as CH4 is expected to be the dominant form of carbon and
H2O the dominant form of oxygen [136].

The hydrogenic photosynthesis product, CH2O, represents organic molecules contain-
ing a carbonyl group (C = O) such as aldehydes or ketones, including sugars that are used
to build life forms. Organic molecules containing a carbonyl-group could include small
volatile aldehydes and ketones, including formaldehyde.

In separate work, we have found the CH2O category of volatile molecules are very
poor biosignature gases because their high reactivity means that they cannot accumulate
in any atmosphere (Zhan et al. in prep.). However, the end reactivity product of volatile
CH2O-containing molecules is CO, which may be a bioindicator in H2-dominated atmo-
spheres that lack CO2, if as high amount of volatile CH2O is produced as O2 on Earth
(Zhan et al., in prep). Furthermore, the host star must be an M dwarf star with far-UV
(~121–200 nm) > NUV (~200–300 nm) to enable CO to accumulate instead of CO2 against
photochemical reactions.

6.2. Methanogenesis

Methanogenesis is a process where life catalyzes the reduction of CO2 to CH4 to
release energy. The reduction of CO2 by H2 would represent a ubiquitous source of energy
for life on any world with an H2-rich atmosphere, including sub Neptunes.

Methanogenesis can proceed even under conditions where only trace amounts of
CO2 are available. The reduction of CO2 by H2 in water yields 10 kJ mol−1, under an
atmosphere containing 10−72 as little CO2 as CH4 and 70% H2 at 1 bar [134]. Such energy
yield is the minimum free energy usable by terrestrial methanogens [137]. Thus, life can
yield enough energy released by the reduction of CO2 to CH4, with small amounts of CO2
being regenerated by photochemistry.

The methanogenesis reaction proceeds in an aqueous environment as follows:

CO2(aq) + 4 H2(aq)→ CH4(aq) + 2 H2O(l); ∆G◦ = −193 kJ/mol at 25 ◦C.

At the life-supporting temperatures of sub Neptune cloud layers, we expect some CO2
to be available. Although the dominant form of carbon in a H2-dominated sub Neptune
atmosphere is CH4, there will always be some CO and a small amount of CO2 [136,138]. In
particular CO2 can be produced at high altitudes from the photochemistry of CO and H2O.

The metabolic byproduct gases CH4 and H2O are not useful biosignature gases for a
planetary atmosphere that already has CH4 and H2O as the dominant form of carbon and
oxygen, respectively. That said, it is worth investigating the isotopic observability of CH4
at different wavelengths with future telescopes because biogenic methane is likely to have
a different isotopic signature from CH4 produced abiologically from the H2 and carbon
species available. For feasibility simulations of carbon isotope detections with extremely
large telescopes now under construction, see [139].
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We conclude our discussion of hydrogenic photosynthesis and methanogenesis by
emphasizing their complementarity. The product of methanogenesis (CH4) could be the
substrate for the hydrogenic photosynthetic carbon fixation in situations where needed.

6.3. Light-Harvesting Pigments

Light-harvesting organisms use pigments to absorb light energy. Chlorophyll, for
example, is used to harvest sunlight by plants and photosynthetic microorganisms on Earth.
Life on Earth uses a range of pigments that, though less widespread than chlorophyll,
populate most of the visible wavelength range, showing the potential diversity of light-
harvesting pigments. Pigments are in fact produced in very high abundance and diversity
by life on Earth, including melanins, carotenoids and other pigments, for protection against
sunlight, but also for many other reasons.

For background, astronomers have toyed with the idea that light-harvesting pigments
may be good biosignatures. Earth’s vegetation’s “red edge” motivated a flurry of activity
the early 2000s [140–144] based on the phenomenal property that some plant leaves are
over 25 times more reflective at near-IR wavelengths than at visible wavelengths. This
vegetation “red edge” signature is extensively used in satellite monitoring for the health of
Earth’s forests and plant crops. That said, Earth’s extensive vegetation cover is not enough
for the red edge to be a strong biosignature for the test case of Earth as an exoplanet because
large tracts of forest are usually cloud covered and only part of Earth is visible in reflected
light at any illumination phase [142]. Nonetheless, researchers have postulated pigments of
various kinds have a chance to be a strong biosignature on exoplanets (e.g., [142,145,146]).

We can, nevertheless, keep open to the idea that any microbial life in a sub Neptune
aerial biosphere might also have an observable UV or visible-light pigment.

7. Target List of Temperate Sub Neptunes Suitable for Atmospheric Observations

There is a growing list of temperate sub Neptune exoplanets to explore for habitability.
Sub Neptunes appear to be the most common type of planet in our Galaxy [16–18], as far
as discovery selection effects allow us to determine. Furthermore, sub Neptune planets
may have temperate regions in their atmospheres where water can exist in a liquid form
even for planets beyond the classical habitable zone.

The ultimate goal is to observe the planet’s atmosphere and infer the presence of
water clouds with liquid droplets and to search for biosignature gases. To evaluate a sub
Neptune’s suitability for atmosphere measurements, we adopt the transmission spectrum
detection metric from [147]. Together with the planet’s atmospheric temperature, and
considering planets with radii > 1.5 REarth, the transmission spectroscopy metric is our
main criteria for highlighting target sub Neptune exoplanets for future observation.

7.1. Temperature and Scaled Semi-Major Axis Suitability Metric

The atmospheric temperature is the key parameter for a sub Neptune to host an aerial
biosphere. Somewhere in an atmospheric layer the temperature must lie in a suitable range
for life. Life on Earth exists in the range of 258–395 K. Above 395 K temperatures are so
high that the great majority of proteins denature. While water freezes out below 258 K, life
is able to adapt to colder temperatures (see Section 4.1.3).

The atmospheric layer with the right temperature also has to be at a suitable pressure
for liquid water. For example, for 394 K water can be liquid at pressures only higher than
5 bar, that is five times Earth’s surface pressure. Moreover, the pressure at which water is
liquid rather than ice also depends on the atmospheric water content (see Section 3).

Taking the above considerations for life’s and liquid water’s temperature range, for our
planet target search we adopt an atmosphere equilibrium temperature of 200 K ≤ Teq ≤ 320 K,
using the water phase diagram in Figures 3 and 4 as a guide.

The planet equilibrium temperature Teq is a representative temperature of the planet
atmosphere, typically corresponding to a layer near the top of the atmosphere. For back-
ground, Teq is the effective temperature attained by an isothermal planet after it has reached
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complete equilibrium with the radiation from its host star. Although planet atmospheres
are not isothermal, temperatures in the upper atmosphere can be similar across a few
orders of magnitude in pressure, making Teq an adequate approximation.

Teq is not directly measurable but connected to the planet semi-major axis (itself
derived from observations) via

Teq = T∗
√

R∗/a[ f (1− AB)]
1/4, (1)

for a planet in a circular orbit. Here, T∗ is the star’s effective temperature, R∗ is the star’s
radius, and AB is the planet’s Bond albedo. f is a correction factor that equals 1⁄4 if the
absorbed stellar radiation is uniformly redistributed around the planet, that is, into 4π. For
a slowly tidally locked or very slowly rotating planet, the stellar energy is absorbed only by
one hemisphere of the planet. If the atmosphere instantaneously reradiates the absorbed
radiation (with no advection), f = 2⁄3 (e.g., [148]).

To select target planets, we have to use a planet’s semi-major axis via Equation (1),
because in advance of atmosphere measurements, the planet atmosphere temperature is not
known. Even with observed spectra, it is challenging to accurately extract a temperature–
pressure profile because most retrieval models are 1D and cannot take into account tidal
locking and 3D dynamical atmospheres. Furthermore, transmission spectra are not very
sensitive to temperature.

7.2. Target Star List

We have created a list of currently known and candidate sub Neptunes suitable for
atmospheric investigation for liquid water clouds based on a planet’s radius, Teq, and
transmission spectra metric (TSM) [147]. Our final criteria are:

• Rp > 1.5 REarth,
• 200 K ≤ Teq < 320 K, and
• TSM > 12.

The radius cutoff is based on empirical data that show planets with Rp > 1.5 REarth or
> 1.6 REarth are not predominantly rocky [20,149] but must have a low-density component
such as an H2/He envelope. Our list may contain a few super Earth “contaminants”,
because some planets with small radii are on the boundary of super Earth and sub Neptune
planets such that future atmosphere observations are needed to definitively categorize
them. We therefore name a special category “tiny sub Neptunes”. We adopt the following
planet categories:

• Rp ≤ 1.5 REarth “Earths and super Earths”;
• 1.5 REarth < Rp ≤ 1.8 REarth “tiny sub Neptunes”;
• 1.8 REarth < Rp ≤ 2.75 REarth “small sub Neptunes”;
• 2.75 REarth < Rp ≤ 4 REarth “large sub Neptunes”.

While we choose the criteria TSM > 12 (blue-shaded region in Figure 6) the cutoff is
merely a representation of the best set of temperate sub Neptunes for atmospheric follow
up with the JWST.
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have unfilled symbols. Central values stem from assuming zero Bond albedo and full heat-recircu-
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Figure 6. Temperate sub Neptune exoplanets and planet candidates suitable for hosting an aerial
biosphere (blue-shaded region). The atmospheric transmission spectroscopy metric (TSM; y axis)
vs. planet equilibrium temperature in Kelvin (Teq; x axis). Planet categories are indicated as follows:
grey circles for Earths and super Earths (<1.5 REarth); light blue circles for tiny sub Neptunes (1.5
to 1.8 REarth); blue circles for small sub Neptunes (1.8 to 2.75 REarth); orange squares for large sub
Neptunes (2.75 to 4 REarth); and grey triangles for planets larger than sub Neptunes (>4 REarth.).
Confirmed sub Neptunes have filled symbols, while planet candidates (TESS Objects of Interest,
TOIs) have unfilled symbols. Central values stem from assuming zero Bond albedo and full heat-
recirculation (see Equation (1)). Error bars reflect different Bond albedo and heat-recirculation
assumptions (Equation (1); with Bond albedo, AB, of 0 or 0.3, and correction factor, f, of 1⁄4 or 2⁄3.).
The three arrows show the recommendation for a minimum TSM [147] color coded for different
planet sizes (TSM > 92 for 1.5 < Rp < 2.75 and TSM > 84 for Rp > 2.75). The blue-shaded region
(TSM > 10 and Teq < 320 K) indicates the favorable sub Neptune parameter space for liquid water
clouds, in terms of observability and cold enough temperatures. The prime candidates falling into
this region include nine confirmed planets LHS 1140 b, LP 791-18 c, K2-18 b, K2-9 b, TOI-1266 c, K2-3
d, Kepler-560 b, K2-133 e, K2-125 b as well as 12 candidate TOIs (see Figure 7). All data shown rely on
estimated equilibrium temperatures, estimated transmission spectroscopy metrics, and some planets
and candidates rely on estimated planet masses, described in the main text. The right-side panel is
a zoom in of the left-side panel. The numbers indicate a ranking described in the Figure 7 caption.
Data taken from the NASA Exoplanet Archive and the TOI Catalog on 28 January 2021.
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Figure 7. Temperate sub Neptune exoplanets suitable for atmosphere follow up. The planets are
ranked by their position with respect to favorable atmospheric temperature and the Transmission
Spectroscopy Measurement (TSM) (the blue region in Figure 6). A target with a median value
fully within the favorable parameter range has a score = TSM. If the target is outside the favorable
range, the target’s score gets down-weighted according to how far the target’s parameter’s median
lies outside the favorable range. Quantitatively, score = TSM * f(Teq) * g(TSM). Here, the term
f(Teq) = (320 K − Teq_low)/(Teq − Teq_low) for Teq < 320 K. The term g(TSM) = (TSM − 12)/(x − 12)
if TSM < x, 92 with x = 92 for tiny and small sub Neptunes (1.5 REarth < Rp ≤ 2.75 REarth), and x = 84
for large sub Neptunes 2.75 REarth < Rp ≤ 4 REarth [147].

We retrieved all confirmed exoplanets from the Planetary Systems Composite Data
table provided by the NASA Exoplanet Archive and a list of all current TESS Objects of
Interests (TOIs) from the TESS website (on 28 January 2021) (Figure 6). We only regard
TOIs which are considered valuable planet candidates by the TESS follow up team (TFOP)
by their TFOP master priority of 1 or 2 (1: high, 5: low). We also estimate the planet masses,
if not available, using the approach by [150]. Then, we estimate the TSM [149].

The most favorable targets are ranked according to their median values’ proximity to
the blue-shaded region (Figures 6 and 7). The prime candidates include the six confirmed
planets LHS 1140 b, LP 791-18 c, K2-18 b, K2-9 b, TOI-1266 c, K2-3 d, K2-133 e, and K2-125 b,
as well as 12 candidate planet TOIs (see Figure 7), although some of these fall into the tiny
sub Neptune category and may be super Earths.

The TESS mission [26] allows the exploration of a whole new region of sub Neptune
parameter space as the TESS extended mission is sensitive to temperate sub Neptunes
transiting relatively bright M dwarf stars.

8. Summary and Future Work

It is natural to wonder whether temperate sub Neptune exoplanets may have an
aerial biosphere. We were motivated by the fact that sub Neptunes have extensive “puffy”
atmospheres, making them amenable to observational study in the near-term future,
possibly even giving a short-cut for biosignature gas searches. Unlike larger, giant exoplan-
ets, sub Neptunes are far more common in the temperate temperature range for orbital
periods < 100 days, meaning plenty of favorable planets transiting M dwarf stars will be
available for atmospheric study. Temperate sub Neptunes are a unique population, and
deserve broad and deep attention.
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The key work needed to further the idea of an aerial biosphere on a temperate sub Nep-
tune is atmospheric circulation models for liquid water cloud formation and distribution.
This modeling is faced with a huge range of unknown yet controlling input parameters
including cloud condensation nuclei [51] and interior heat flow. In addition, computation
of Lagrangian trajectories based on both large-scale 3D winds and settling are needed to
follow microbial-type life particles to understand whether a critical mass of life can survive
aloft. This includes the residence time of life particles amidst liquid water clouds (needed
for life to metabolize and reproduce), and whether a critical mass of life particles can avoid
downwelling to destructively high temperatures. Recall that without a temperate surface as
a barrier to descent, a descending organism may reach an environment where the planet’s
temperatures will be too hot for life of any kind to survive, because planet atmospheres
ultimately get warmer with decreasing altitude.

A sample of sub Neptune-sized planets cooler than the iconic K2-18b will aid in the
search. Such planets may have cool enough temperatures (<395 K) for life to survive at
the low altitudes where the slowly rotating planet atmosphere recirculates from the night
side to the day side. In addition, K2-18b’s atmospheric water vapor can condense only to
ice and not liquid needed for an aerial biosphere, and here cooler planets would help as
well (Figure 4). While we focused on sub Neptunes orbiting M dwarf stars, the prospects
and challenges for aerial life are equally relevant to exoplanets with sun-like host stars.
Atmospheres of temperate sub Neptunes orbiting sun-like stars can be observed much
more easily than the atmospheres of smaller Earth-sized exoplanets, hence we should keep
the possibility of sub Neptune aerial biospheres in mind when high-contrast space-based
direct imaging missions become a reality in the coming decades.

The most severe and limiting challenge to life in a sub Neptune atmosphere is the
origin of life. While we reviewed a few arguments for cloud particles’ possible wet–dry
cycles to concentrate ingredients, these are by no means proven. However, it is fair to
say we do not know where life originated on Earth or even if such wet–dry cycles were
indeed crucial.

Nutrient scarcity is the second most severe challenge to life in a sub Neptune atmo-
sphere. While a planet atmosphere might receive enough iron from an unstable asteroid
belt if the planet receives meteorites of similar types and rates to what Earth does, all other
metals would not be delivered in high enough quantities by orders of magnitude. Life
would therefore require strategies to recycle and reuse metals, or to replace metal chemistry
with non-metallic chemistry. Note that there is no conventional surface on sub Neptunes
from which minerals can be upswept into the aerial biosphere. Any solid surface of ice or
an ice/rock mixture would be deep and hot and unable to concentrate chemicals needed
for the origin of life.

We conclude with a scenario where life could exist and thrive in a temperate sub
Neptune atmosphere, albeit one with much lower biomass than in Earth’s oceans. Imagine
a situation where a terrestrial planet hosts life but that planet cannot be observed (non-
transiting, or too small, for example). The terrestrial planet could be in a system with
a temperate sub Neptune that is more orbitally distant from the host star (favorable
for the cooler lower atmosphere layers, reasons given above) and an unstable asteroid
belt. If interplanetary transfer of impact ejecta from the terrestrial planet and containing
living material (“panspermia”) could seed life in the sub Neptune’s liquid water clouds,
the severe challenges of the origin of life would be eliminated. The unstable asteroid
belt would serve to deliver meteoritic material containing nutrients to the sub Neptune
atmosphere. An additional scenario is the existence of an undetectable (and possibly
inhabited) exomoon orbiting very close to the sub Neptune (in place of an inhabited
terrestrial planet). Tidal forces from the planet could induce volcanic activity that leads to
mass transfer of nutrients [111] to the sub Neptune atmosphere.

In conclusion, while there are many challenges and unknowns for the conditions
to support an aerial biosphere on temperate sub Neptunes, we can keep an open mind
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to be aware of any unusual gases that might be biosignatures observed with upcoming,
next-generation telescopes.
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